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I. SOVIET FOREIGN POLICY 

In connection with um 11-.13/1-55, "Review of Soviet Fenian Pvliw 
in the Light of the Geneva Foreign Ministers‘ C-ont’erence',"!! the consult- 
ants wondered whether e tacit understanding not to resort to nuclear 
rerfere had been reached at the Summit conference. While there was no 
egreenent as to what had actually transpired at the Summit, the consensus 
was that world opinion, and particularly neutreliet opinion, not consid- 
ered the US to have renouncedethe use of nuclear weapons unless the USSR 
resented to them first. 
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MOSELY felt that it had been the aim of Soviet policy to develop 
political deterrents to the use of nuclear weapons by the US. The 
lessening of tension had come about because people think there has 
been do recto outlawry or nuclear warfare. The Russians got the idea 
from Fe'cra"'£""u-_v Dulles‘ speech ea "massive retaliation" that the us 
would resort to atomic weapons it Moscow undertook any new aggression. 
'Ihe Summit conference relieved the Soviet leaders considerably. The 
European public new feels more secure than at any time since 1916. 
Furthermore, the Soviets are increasingly able to eeoarate Europe, 
where the American position is strong, from Asia, more it is weak. 
'1'he Soviets now, have more room to maneuver in Asia; American use or 
atomic weapons there would provoke a highly unfavorable reaction in the 
UN. NOSELY doubted that the public would distinguish between the 
tactical and the strategic use of atomic weapons. HOOVER and LMBER 
generally concurred with NOSELY's view. 

LINCOLN, on the other hand, felt that long before Geneva US policy 
had aimed at avoiding nuclear warfare. The Summit conference represent 
ed a major gain for US policy in that US leaders were able to dispel 
the misconceptions created abroad by McCarthy and by the statement on 
"massive retaliation." This gain was achieved primarily through the 
personality of the President. No pecifio statements were made; the 
President sought rather to establish a climate of opinion. 

With regard to Berlin, MOSELY thought Soviet oolicy was to produce 
a series of small annoyances which would force the west Germans to 
negotiate with the GDR. This Soviet policy would succeed in the next 
six to twelve months; the only unresolved question was whether the East 
Germans would be willing to accept West German recognition in piecemeal 
fashion. There was general agreement that the Soviets no longer wished 
to force the West to withdraw from Berlin, but rather that the USSR 
planned to use Berlin as a lever for undermining Western influence on 
the Bonn republic. l.l(BELI went on to ‘say that, in his view, the West 
tended to overestimate the durability of Bonn in the face oi‘ pressure 
from the East. 

STRAIER thought that NIE ll-13/1-55 overestimated Soviet clever- 
ness in dealing with the German problem. Tne estimate was wrong in 
suggesting that the Soviets did not lose arwthing by taking an intran- 
sigeant line on the matter oi‘ reunification. The USSR could have 
gained much by offering to negotiate on the German issue. LANGER and 
LINCOLN disagreed, feeling that the reunification of Germarw is no more 
in the interest of the USSR than it is in the interest of France. 
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There was no clear agreement onihether the Soviet stand at the second Geneva conference heralded a reversion to Stalinist tactics. HOWE! thought this possibility could not be ruled out, especially it the Russians thmght that the ‘Rest was precluded by world opinion from resort to molear weapons. SIRAIER suggested that perhaps llosoow feared the Summit conference had raised too many expectations among the population of the Bloc. IIIBELI argued that the basic change in Soviet policy took plaoe in 1951 and was consequent upon Western rearmamont. The Russians had alwqs nixed conciliatory and egg-essive moves. From 1951 the proportion had been 60-b0 in favor of conciliation. Tlhey will continue the present policy until they develop the IGBM. Ii‘ they developed this missile first they might attempt to knock out the con- tinental US by surprise after which they would be able to occupy Western Ehrope without meeting aqr resistance. In the meantime the Soviets "will not oblige us" by reverting to the tactics of the Stalinist period. LI:-NGOLN doubted that one side would develop the ICE! far enough ahead of the other to bring about a decisive alteration of the present stalemate. 
In response to specific questions on the Satellites, IIOSELY and LA‘-YGER took the view that Soviet leaders had now undertaken to enlarge the sense of initiative and responsibility within the Satellite Communist parties. There was to be less ordering and more discussion._ The greatest strength came from driving with a_loose rein. In foreign affairs, the greater the appearance of independence, themore useful the Satellites would be to the USSR. 

TI. MIDDLE EAST '

. 

LAP-IGER opened the discussion with general observations based on his recent trip to the-lfiiddle East. The principal impression he gained was that of a greater ferment than he had anticipated, but in the sense of activity and growth rather than in terms of preparation for war. Eco- nomic activity in the Arab world appeared to be as remarkable as that in Israel and, despite mam’ mistakes, seaned fundamentally sound. A middle class is arising with a consequentincrease in discontent and idealism, and this may result in many old regimes being swept sway. 
Although we sometimes think anti-US opinion is rampant in the area, there is much good will and gratitude toward the US which is not

4 
relflected in the press, which is controlled, or by the riots, which are organised. If the Arab-Israeli question could be solved, LANGER thought 
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our position would be very strong; But Israel is doing everything possible to establish control and vested interests.right no to the armistice lines. ”eanwhile; the Frabs seem to realize they cannot wine out Tsrael and that the most they can hope for is to annroximate the l "W nartition line, which means Tsraeli evacuation of some settled 
areasa At the same time growing Arab strength raises for the Israelis the ooblem of preventive wart 

LTWCGLM suggested that the Israeli general staff may already feel it is too late. Although they could trounce the flrabs now, the latter might not stay beaten. YOWNQ added that only the long~run consequences have nrevented the Tsraelis from go’ng ahead. They could take all of Palestine but they realized that Arab hatred would grow and that Israel would not achieve long=run security. 

YOUNG doubted that the Arabs would intentionally start a war in the near future, but they might be,maneuvered into it. It was also essential to consider the inter-Arab struggle. Jordan was in a key geogranhical oosition and Egypt and Syria would hesitate to move unless 
they were sure of Jordan's attitude. Arab leaders learned the necessity of military coeordination during the 19h“ °alestine war. LAWGER believed the Israelis were more likely to settle on the present boundaries than the Hrabs, but HOOVER said the Arabs think that no settlement on the nriflunt borders would stick and that guarantees would be needed. 

SYTTW concluded that in the view of the Consultants an "rab- 
Tsraeli war anoeared not to be inevitable. STRAYTR oreferred to say that the chances were less than even but that unforeseen circumstances might cause one. At the same time, although no nermanent settlement would be achieved, there might be a short-run accommodation. YOUG suggested the Arabs might hope that, in time, their numbers could . overcome the Israelis. Meanwhile, the Arabs will play off the Soviets against us and thus nerhaos get a better settlement uith the Israelis than might otherwise be nossible. 

The discussion then shifted to the Baghdad Pact. In this connection YOUNG thought thehiddle Last pacer (NTE 30eh~55, "The Outlook for Hi Tnterests in the Hiddle hast") tailed to give enough attention to the Problem of US-"K coordination. The Baghdad Pact was not a real oact until the WK joined. -‘he cons ltants all agreed that Buraimi also demonstrated the need for better US-UK coordination in the Middle Fast. RFTGETI and YOWN argued_that the UK was in a position to commit our power and that a showdown was necessary to make clear which partner was making the decisions. The Soviets soon might force us to make basic 
nolicy decisions in the area. LINCULN suggested that the Kremlin general 
staff might favor bringing Middle ;astern matters into the UN. 
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3-ith resnect to the imiiliéations of the Baghdad -“act, Mi-IGFR deplored our armarent affliction with "pactitisfl S'1‘RI\YiZR, T.I*1Gt‘.L‘.', and Tflflm agreed that we had no choice but to back the pact now that In hed it. S'PR-‘IE1! added that the true value of the "orthern Tier" Ins not military but rather that it gave us an excuse for building local forces canable of maintaining regimes we favored. “ 

in discussing Soviet reaction to the "filorthern new am?-1.“? ma thet Foviet policy had ehifitgd 1'!-an pressing immediate neighbors to overleaoing them. The ficviet ggogaganda line had changed now that countries like Tggrpt had achieved political independence. Soviet propaganda, he said, contrasted the holitical indenendenoe or these 
_

' 

countries with their continuing economic denendence on the Y"eat- Although facilitated by flummit declarations of non-aggressiveness, the Soviet policy oi‘ direct intervention in the ?'iddle East would have come 3-Twwave However, the soeci Bic So“-.-'iet gotion in the Fgyptian arms deal was triggered more by Tgymtian bitterneee over the ‘iaghdad !’act, which the Soviets sought to turn to their edventage, than by the -‘?oviets' own reaction to the "Yorthern Tier." For the next few years we may exoect the Soviets to sunnqrt almost any type of reg‘-me orovided it causes trouble for the ‘Heat. By giving Egypt more befgaininp; newer the 5-oviets seek to make Cairomore indeoendent of the ‘inst. 
LWGER agreed with 3.1051,? that a change in Soviet policy in the ‘fiddle iilast was inevitable bflt he thought that India and Bunna actually had a higher nrioritv with the »-_»‘ov_iets than did the Middle Zast. If Soviet diplomacy mwddied the sufficiently in the ‘fiddle Last, the West, wowld be nreoccunied there, particularly over oil interests, and the TFSR -would be free to advance her interests in India and Burma. If India went over to the Bloc all vgowmld be lost for us in Asia. STRQYER emphasized that the Fiddle 1'-net is one area where a local war might not directly involve the Fast,-‘-"egt conflict ‘out could really distract us while the wmmnists made gaine in Aeia. REIMEI. added that the Soviets have now out the Arab-Israel conflict in a new frame of reference anti "f‘S"cI.Y minted out how an Arab-Tsreeli war would help the Soviets. Such a conflict might pull Traq got oi the "Y-Forthern Tier ," force the ‘TS and UK into anti-Arab nbsitions, and nrqnpt some Arab countries to cancel oil COn¢.5$iOfl$o

‘ 

LIHSJTR observed that the ‘fiddle Last naner seemed to ignore the Arab Yeague, although the Arabs tended to uni te on issues like Buraimi and the Ieague might become an object or“ fioviet s1m"n0rrt. Yf‘"'~'"?, however, noted various factors tending to retard the development of.‘ Arab unity, including the British support of Peraian Gulf.‘ shei kdoms, which is resented by mam; Arabs who be"1iev_e the oil revenues should not enrich a few sheiks but should be used much more widely for the economic development of the 
. ~55... 
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affiflo Li“GFR agreed with YOW*S that the sheikdoms were an anomaly and 
concured in his view that the €audi Arabian regime was becoming more 
unstable. ‘ 

TTT . I’\lDIA
_ 

MTL\TKAW4m@ngBfithat the draft Tndia paper (NIP 51-56, "India Over 
the Went Five Years") failed to convey enough sense of the Iniona 
being at the "crossroads." with respect to the new Five Year "ian,' 
there was a fundamental dispute between the "ohysical" planners, who 
wished to set goals and then find the funds, and the "financial" planners 
.who‘oreferred to ascertain the amount of money available and then fix. 
goalsa Perhaps the goals actually set would be too high to be realistica 
ficvortfieless, the Five Year Plan had become so politically imnortant that 
the govermcnt would probably have to find funds at home, which might 
require controls on the economy, as well as from abroade Although the 
nlan is aimed-at a 5 oercent incroase in GNP, less than that degree of 
growth might give the needed "sense of nrogresse" Provided lani reform 
and other activities giving this “sense of movehent" ooceed, the govern- 
ment is unlikely to be overthrown from belo. Ioanwhile, the new plan, 
though still not nrocisely formulated, has sharpened Indians‘ awareness 
of the limitations on their ability to achieve their goals. 

L1NGTR observed that so many Tndians feel the need for nrogress and 
$99 80 3-itfle MP9 0‘? 80h*¢Vii18-zit through private means that they tend 
to look to the Soviets who achieved mnch when faced with a somewhat - 

similéifsituation. If the Idians are unable to achieve the rate of 
growth;requ4red, controls inconsistent with democracy may be adopted. 
FTRAYFR suggested that this trend was not necessarily inevitable and that 
some snail growth might satisfy the masses while the debate on method 
continues at the top» But ""LTTK1“ believed the danger lay not so much 
in a political choice between totalitarian methods and a slow rate of 
growth as in an ostensibly technical choice which would have the effect 
of shifting the government in o totalitarian direction. MP&LLY inquired 
whether the mass of Indians would think progress was being made if it 
were concentrated in small sectors of the econom or in limited goo. 
graphic areas. MTLRIKAN replied that the government was aware of this 
oofilem and atterpted to spread the gains. Lven though greater attention 
had been devoted to certain politically significant areas, there were 
probably no large geographic areas where nothing had been done. ‘in any 
case, the psychic advances thus far had been more imocrtant than 
economic gains. In two or,three years, moreover, the economy might be 
strong enough to withstand the shock of a bad crop year. Yet inadeouate 
absorption of the unemployed may pose a dangerous problem and the 
"intellectual" unemp1qyed_may become the chief source of oolitical trouble. 
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One emelioratineg factor in the nolitical situation, hwvever, is the fact that the Congress Forty through the Gandhi movement has generally been able to maintain its influence teirlv well at the grass roots level. 
The discussion then moved on to a consideration of the orobable effect of ‘Jehnfls dieapoearance from the scene. P.-'I*.,LIK-W earlier had suggested that the paner had considered this question too lightly. - "tcoause "ehru really holds the partv together by his neroonai ity, there ; would be a deterioration in the degree of consensus within the i'arty and a consequent Practionating of the organization. Development of nreesurea would be facilitated because thereere many ootential leaders and a considerable breadth or competence in India, unlike such countries as Indonesia. Although the person named urine minister would orobably be on the conservative sidefor the first two or three years a.t‘ter_ Nehru’: dennrture, it would be difficult to oredict what would hapnen after thfito - 

, ith resoect to fragmentation of the Congress ’art;v, DWI"-1" wondered whether it might not. result in iiommunist advancec. ?.ITLLIKA?~I discounted the likelihood of‘ significant Communist gains, noting that the Communist "arty in India was more-1-_¢>1' I a hard core organization with lese protest votes and fellow travelers than in a country such. as Italy. lforeover, he thought the political machine of the “ongress Party would have suffi cient momentum so that it would orobably not break uo immediately Fragmentation. thus would be more g'adual. 
According to MII'T.T.Tf\’-W the pap-er also should contain more on the Indian view of Comrmznist "him. Until recently India knew littlc oi‘ China and could romanticize the character of "_'a0's regime. But as they learned more about Tomnunist ‘Shine, the Indians acquired a dislike for the methods used by Chinese Conmunista in pursuit of their aims. However, they probablu will continue generally to sympathize with aspects oi‘ "ommuniet China}: foreign policy, such as its desire to enter the ml. 
Both HOGYTPYE and ‘."TT.T,TK1&" agreed that the naper's' statement that Trliifls "basic ’5J"flP8thi¢8"F_-lav with the "est needed elaboration. ‘SILT-TK!\** noted that there was a strong strain ct‘ "voluntarism" in Tndian character. Although agreeing that Indians are basically symnethetic to “'estern ideas and culture, he felt the Indians feared being "swallowed up ‘qr.’ love" and oushed out of their neutral nosition. Another conflict in the Tndian "soul" stems from the legacy of "anti-colonialism,’ Waving had no exnerience with the Soviet tyne of‘ colonialism they hearken back in their thinking to English colonialism. 
In Hf\.'?FT.Y's ooinoin M’? S1-56 assumed the existence of a static condition in "outheast Asia andignored the question of India's reaction to large territorial rains by the Communists in this area. T.'H~TGflL?i and ' 

PUT-T-TY-'1" thought Tndia would move it‘ there were an attack on Burma. 
e 7 - 
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LWGFR epw oved €-"H"1‘H'e suggestion that Indie. would remain neutralist 
unless T-harms mere invaded. In that case India night take "-eetern aid 
but it would not necessarily give no neutrelism in e larger sense. 

LT¥!GflT.‘-‘- believed that the paper did not adequately consider nhat 
India would give in return for Testern aid. ?!II1.T.Tf'_Arl, on the other 
herd, emphasized that no could‘ not buy India any from neutralise. ‘-‘e 

had to remember that India could enert e nolitioal influence much 
greater than that suggested by her military resources. 

F-ith respect to the matter of foreign aid, NTLT-.TKMI believed the 
estimate should indicate the etroxg Indian nrefmenoe tor "intention- 
alisatlon" of assistance. On the policy level, he believed the US 
should propose an internetionalizsti on of aid, analogous to the llarshall 
°len, which would include the Soviets. It would be to our advantage in 
emf event to build the ‘Indians up, and the suggestion for international 
eid would be difficult for the Loviets either to accept or reject. 
WOHVER agreed that internationslizati on of aid would be better than 
competino wi th Russian grants. 

In ' s CHINA 

The discussion then shifted to Chins, with nsrticulsr emphasis on 
the political effects of e relexati on of cw.'r'~voo1r controls. ZULLTKH

l 

thought much denended on how it was done; loss of "face" could be - 

serious if the imnression were left that the US had relaxed trade controls 
under pressure; the reaction might be different if the US turned necessity 
into virtue and proposed to relax controls in the interests of expending 
world trade. HOOVER questioned whether it was still worth attempting to 
loeep controls on any but the most obvious tyne of strategic goods- 
lJIT.T."K-\‘I suggested there might be an intermediate stage between total 
abolition and complete retention of controls. Stiff controls could still 
be maintained on trade with the US itself so that US markets at least 
would not be open to China. The effect which US relaxation of controls 
would have on "wave of the future" thinking in Ania would probably 
depend on the country, with some S%@ATfi countries regarding it as a retreat 
by the TVS whereas India and Burns might feel otherwise, 

"ith regard to the nroblem of Liino-Soviet relations, "CF61?! felt 
that the degree of Chinese initiative demanded on basic dhinese power. 
The ' oviets nrobsbly have been trying to decrease Uhinese freedom of 
action in Southeast Asia. Perhaps this has caused the Ghicoms to 
"ohsmn at the bit" but the _‘.‘-oviets nrobably argue that it is more 
important to strengthen the ‘Uommunist nosit‘ on with the neutrals first. 
STRAYFR thought Soviet control was limited so that if the vhinese 
droided to attack Formosa on their ovm the Eoviets might be faced with 
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e fait accom li. I~f0S1ELY, however, ‘ergued that the Soviets have a 
over vhicom military equinment and the rate of 

industrial expansion. But UOO'.’FR thought a (Ihicom attack on Formosa 
would really bind the Soviets, Iince they could in no case drop their ' 

Chinese allies, -

‘ 

LT?'Gf’LP$ suggested that'the~Formosa situation gives the Soviets 
some leverage on the Chicoms as it limits we lstterm freedom oi‘ 

action; For this reason the Kremlin may prefer to maintain the status 
quo with respect to Formosa. But Lh“G_TR thought the Chinese an 
could wag the dog; the Soviets must concede the Chicoms first voice 
in Asian affairs and con only affect the rate of their expansion.» It 
would be en enonuoua blow to "the Soviets if the Chicoms were to go 
their own way. The -‘5-ovieta also do not want an attack on Fornoaa for 
fear of repercussions elsewhere. Hut SWRAYEH pointed out that it was 
still to the Soviet advantage to keen the Formosa issue alive, since it 
was a legitimate nolitioal question in Asia. R!-'T'!‘Z£Tt. questioned this 
advantage, however, if it meant that the Chinese tail could wag the 
Foviet dog. LAW; R added" that the Soviets undouotedlv were delighted 
to hate Communism advance in isia and that most progress would have to 
ha made through Coznmmist Chi.ne_. At the same time the Soviets want the 
line drawn before things get too hot, not wanting to risk war or 
oo.-:sib1.v' even break up the relaxation of tension. 

1;. 1"3wr.Y - ‘ * 

On the question of an. "opening to the 1e£‘t,"- L.'fl=K}ER thought this 
raised the problem of what Nanni ‘wanted and what he would do next. 
!~'TT.TTTKA‘1'suggested other questions involved were factions]. splits 
within the Christian flcmocratic Party and the increased fluidity of all 
parties, with growing restlessness among Socialists and trade unionists 
who were seeking a non-Communist rallying point. S'IRAYER took the view 
that the overriding problem was what hepoened to the Christian Democratic 
Plrtye ‘ 

"plit-offs from the Christina lerocratic "arty and ‘Jenni Socialists 
could represent favorable de'.'eU,0oni'ants, but aocordingto WTL‘.-‘FY<A"! this 
would deuend on how many Christian Democrats go to the extreme tight and 
hat many Nenni Socialists to the extreme left. Then there would alleys 
he the nroblem of whether any of the alleged disnutes between the l3om- 
nuniots and the Nenni Socialists were real or Communist plants. STRAYER 
intorjected that in fine Italian tradition we might very well end un 
with a whole group of splinter narties, once the oroceas got started. 
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LWGER alluded to the depressing maneuvering of narty leadera and noted 
that he had fourd Nomi regardld as a Communist in Italy. H0 biliuvod 
that from now on we must expect more "popular frcmt" talk, with Nonni 
first attempting to bring in "moderate" Communist-s and than lea: mod-> 
estate ones, 

In "HT?-T.IK/W‘: view, Piennfls policy of upholding his "unity of 
action" pact with the Communists wqs significant, as WaB'h18 party's 
stall on the ‘Janoni °1an. HOOVIITR agreed that some Christian Democratic 
loaders were interested in this plan, but right wing Ulmristian Bumoam-= 
‘HI would not implement the proyum. '1‘hore1’are left wing Christian 
Democrats who wished to push the Vanuni Plan and a reform program needed 
leftist supnart and believed an "0pUn5.ng to the left" was nnolaaary. In 
this overall lzvontezda, M'IL*IKA?Y regarded it as somewhat anomalous that 
the political situation in Italy should be deteriorating while the 
aconnnlc situation was steadily improving.
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